
LESSON 4: MAIN APARTHEID LAWS.

a)The Bantu Education Act (1953)

b) The Natives Abolition of Passes and Co ordination of Documents Act (1952)

c) The Promotion of Bantu Self Government Act (1959)



OUTCOMES

Learners should be able to:

• Outline the features of the Bantu Education Act, Pass Laws and the Promotion of Bantu Self Government Acts.

• Explain the impact of the laws on black South Africans.



PRE - KNOWLEDGE

Learners know the following:

• Apartheid laws were passed in order to entrench racial segregation and separation.

• A few laws that were passed in the early days of apartheid.



DIRECT INSTRUCTION: QUESTION AND 

ANSWER SESSION (10 MINUTES)

Recap on the laws already covered, i.e. the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act, 
Immorality Act, Population Registration Act, Group Areas Act, Separate 
Representation of Voters Act, the Extension of University Education Act and the 
Suppression of Communism Act.



DIRECT INSTRUCTION: LECTURE METHOD

The Bantu Education Act

• Established a black education department of native affairs which would create a curriculum that suited the nature and requirements of the 
black people.

• Black children were taught to be obedient and not to think critically.

• Far less money was spent on black schools than on schools for other races. 



DIRECT INSTRUCTION: LECTURE METHOD

The Native Abolition of Passes and Coordination of Documents Act.

• Commonly known as the pass laws.

• Act forced black people to carry identification with them at all times. 

• It was a criminal offense to be unable to produce a pass when required to do so by the police.

• If a pass was incorrect or was not available, black people could be taken to court and jail. Often they had to do hard labour on prison farms.

• The passes were used to control the movement of African male workers between the rural and urban areas.



DIRECT INSTRUCTION: LECTURE METHOD

The Promotion of Bantu Self Government Act.

• Act allowed for the transformation of reserves into fully fledged independent Bantustans which would also divide black people into ethnically separate groups.

• Every black person was a citizen of his / her homeland and therefore was not a South African.

• Ten separate homelands were set up in the reserves .

• They had no major industries or resources  and therefore could not be economically strong.

• The South African government could overrule any decisions made by the homeland governments.



GUIDED PRACTISE:PAIR WORK

ACTIVITY

NUMBER OF ADULTS WHO 
CANNOT READ AND 
WRITE

RATIO OF ADULTS WHO 
CAN NOT READ OR WRITE

AFRICAN 6658164 1 OUT OF EVERY 4 ADULTS

COLOURED 298260 1 OUT OF EVERY 10 
ADULTS

INDIAN 39760 1 OUT OF EVERY 25 
ADULTS

WHITE 25430 1 OUT OF EVERY 200 
ADULTS



1. Which apartheid law divided South Africans into population 
groups?

2. What do you notice about the numbers of adults that cannot read 
or write in each group?

3. From what you have learnt about apartheid, explain why such 
differences exist.

4. Which law was responsible for these differences?



CLOSURE: TEACHER LED CLASS 

DISCUSSION

MEMORANDUM

1. The Population Registration Act.

2. Most of the black people can not read or write. The whites have the 
least number of illiterate people, followed by the Indians and then 
the Coloureds.

3. The government did not invest much in the education of black 
people. The few that did access education got substandard 
education.

4. The Bantu Education Act.



INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: ASSIGNMENT

ACTIVITY

SOURCE A



INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: ASSIGNMENT

1. Identify the apartheid law in this cartoon and support your answer 
with evidence from the cartoon.

2. What message is the cartoonist trying to convey?

3. How effective is the cartoonist in bringing the message across?

4. In what way was this law a part of the grand apartheid plan?

5. What does the phrase petty apartheid law mean?

6. In what way is this a petty apartheid law?



INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: ASSIGNMENT



INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: ASSIGNMENT

7. Refer to source 3. Why did the apartheid government provide black 
and white children with different types of education?

8. In source 4, why does Robert McNamara regard education as of 
fundamental importance?

9. Refer to source 5. How did the student view Bantu Education?

10. Identify the author of each of the sources and say how his 
background affected their opinion of the importance of education.



INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

MEMORANDUM

1. The Separate Amenities Act. Evidence – Section of park for the use of whites only.

2. That apartheid laws were ridiculous and defeated the purpose they were meant to serve. The black nanny is expected to look after the white baby but she cant be in the same 
place as the baby.

3. It is very effective as the nanny is now unable to serve the white man as a result of a law that the white man has passed.

4. It was part of the grand apartheid plan because it entrenched comprehensive racial segregation and separation  in all aspects of life. The different races could not even share 
public facilities.

5. Petty apartheid refers to racial segregation enforced primarily in public transportation and other public places.

6. It is petty apartheid because it relates to separation in public space.

7. The government felt that black and white people had different standards of living and needs. Education therefore differed because it equipped each of the races with that 
which they would need to live.

8. He feels it is of fundamental importance because all life’s problems  can be solved with adequate education. 

9. They felt that it would reduce them to menial labourers.

10. Source 3 – Hendrik Verwoerd, he designed apartheid. Feels that black people don’t need a good education because of their “primitive” life style. Source 4 – ex  president of the 
World Bank, believes a good education is the solution to all problems. He is open-minded. Source 5 – Soweto Students Representative Council, fought for the rights of black 
students. feels that education should open up opportunities for people not reduce them to menial labourers. 


